We derive computationally tractable methods to select a small subset of experiment settings from a large pool of given design points. The primary focus is on linear regression models, while the technique extends to generalized linear models and Delta's method (estimating functions of linear regression models) as well. The algorithms are based on a continuous relaxation of an otherwise intractable combinatorial optimization problem, with sampling or greedy procedures as post-processing steps. Formal approximation guarantees are established for both algorithms, and simulations on synthetic data confirm the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Introduction
Consider the linear regression model y = Xβ 0 + ε, where X ∈ R n×p is the design matrix, y ∈ R n is the response and ε ∼ N n (0, σ 2 I n ) are homoscedastic Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 . β 0 is a p-dimensional regression model that one wishes to estimate. We consider the "large-scale low-dimensional" setting where both n, p → ∞ and p < n, and X has full column rank. A common estimator is the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator:β ols = argmin β∈R p y − Xβ 2 2 = (X X) −1 X y.
Despite the simplicity and wide applicability of OLS, in practice it may not be desirable to obtain the full n-dimensional response vector y due to measurement constraints. It is then a common practice to select a small subset of rows (e.g., k n rows) in X so that the statistical efficiency of regression on the selected subset of design points is maximized. Compared to the classical experimental design problem (Pukelsheim, 1993) where X can be freely designed, in this work we consider the setting where the selected design points must come from an existing (finite) design pool X. Below we list three example applications where such constraints are relevant:
Example 1 (Wind speed prediction) In Chen et al. (2015) a data set is created to record wind speed across a year at established measurement locations on highways in Minnesota, US. Due to instrumentation constraints, wind speed can only be measured at intersections of high ways, and a small subset of such intersections is selected for wind speed measurement in order to reduce data gathering costs.
Example 2 (CPU benchmarking) Central processing units (CPU) are vital to the performance of a computer system. It is an interesting statistical question to understand how known manufacturing parameters (clock period, cache size, etc.) of a CPU affect its execution time (performance) on benchmark computing tasks (Ein-Dor & Feldmesser, 1987) . As the evaluation of real benchmark execution time is time-consuming and costly, it is desirable to select a subset of CPUs available in the market with diverse range of manufacturing parameters so that the statistical efficiency is maximized by benchmarking for the selected CPUs.
Example 3 (Neural visual perception) Understanding how humans perceive visual objects is an important question in psychological and neural science. In an experimental study (Leeds et al., 2014) a group of human subjects are shown several pictures of visual objects such as cars, toys, dogs and neural-biological responses are recorded. As experimental studies are expensive, it is an important question to select a subset of "representative" visual stimuli in order to reduce experimental cost. Again, visual stimuli cannot be arbitrarily designed and must be selected from an existing pool of natural pictures.
In this work, we focus on computationally tractable methods for experiment selection that achieves near-optimal statistical efficiency in linear regression models. We consider two experiment selection models: the with replacement model where each design point (row of X) can be selected more than once with independent noise involved for each selection, and the without replacement model where distinct row subsets are required. We propose two computationally tractable algorithms: one sampling based algorithm that achieves 1 + o(1) approximation of the statistically optimal solution for the with replacement model and O(log k) approximation for the without replacement model, assuming that the design pool X is well-conditioned. In the case of ill-conditioned design, we pose a greedy method that achieves O(p 2 /k) approximation for the without replacement model.
Problem formulation and backgrounds
We first give a formal definition of the experiment selection problem in linear regression models: Definition 2.1 (experiment selection models). Let X be a known n × p design matrix with full column rank and k be the subset budget, with p ≤ k ≤ n. An experiment selection method find a subset S ⊆ [n] of size k and then y S = X S β 0 +ε is observed, where each coordinate ofε is i.i.d. Gaussian random variable with zero mean and equal covariance. Two scenarios are considered:
1. With replacement: S is a multi-set which allows duplicates of indices. Note that fresh (independent) noise is imposed after experiment selection, and hence duplicate design points have independent noise. As evaluation criterion, we consider the mean square error E β k −β 0 2 2 , whereβ k = (X S X S ) −1 X S y S is the OLS estimate on the selected design X S and its corresponding response y S . In the standard setting of n > p and rank(X) = p, it is well-known that the statistically optimal subset S * is given by the A-optimality criterion (Pukelsheim, 1993) :
Here S * ⊆ [n] is a multi-set if with-replacement model is considered and a standard set if withoutreplacement model is used. Despite the statistical optimality of Eq. (1), the optimization problem is combinatorial in nature and the optimal subset S * is difficult to compute. A brute-force search over all possible subsets of size k requires O(n k k 3 ) operations, which is infeasible for even moderately sized designs X.
In this paper we consider computationally-feasible methods that approximately compute the optimal design in Eq. (1). By "computationally feasible" or "computationally tractable", we refer to algorithms whose running time scales polynomially with input dimension n, p and k. For example, the OLS estimateβ k = (X S X S ) −1 X S y S takes O(kp 2 + p 3 ) operations to compute and is computationally feasible. In contrast, the brute-force search method for optimizing Eq. (1) requires O(n k k 3 ) running time, which is exponential in k when both p, k increases with n and thus computationally intractable. LetŜ be the subset produced by such a computationally efficient algorithm. Due to computational constraints,Ŝ may not achieve the optimal statistical efficiency as S * defined in Eq. (1). Nevertheless, we wish to guarantee the statistical property ofŜ in the following sense:
Here C(n, p, k) ≥ 1 is the approximation ratio ofŜ. In Table 1 we summarize the approximation ratio of computationally-tractable experiment selection algorithms presented in this paper.
Related work
There has been an increasing amount of work on fast solvers for the general least-square problem min β y − Xβ 2 2 . Most of existing work along this direction (Woodruff, 2014; Dhillon et al., 2013; Drineas et al., 2011; Raskutti & Mahoney, 2015) focuses solely on the computational aspects and do not consider statistical constraints such as limited measurements of y. A convex optimization formulation was proposed in Davenport et al. (2015) for a constrained adaptive sensing problem, without finite sample guarantees on the combinatorial problem. In Horel et al. (2014) a computationally tractable approximation algorithm was proposed for the D-optimality criterion of the experimental design problem. However, the core idea in Horel et al. (2014) of pipage rounding an SDP solution (Ageev & Sviridenko, 2004) is not appplicable to A-optimality type criterion as defined in Eq. (1).
Popular subsampling techniques such as leverage score sampling (Drineas et al., 2008) were studied in least square and linear regression problems (Zhu et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015) . While computation remains the primary subject, measurement constraints and statistical properties were also analyzed within the linear regression model (Zhu et al., 2015) . However, few existing (computationally efficient) methods achieve optimal statistical efficiency in terms of estimating the underlying linear model β 0 .
Another related area is active learning (Chaudhuri et al., 2015; Hazan & Karnin, 2015; Sabato & Munos, 2014) , which is a stronger setting where feedback from prior measurements can be used to guide subsequent data selection. Chaudhuri et al. (2015) analyzes an SDP relaxation in the context of active maximum likelihood estimation. However, the analysis in Chaudhuri et al. (2015) only works for the with replacement model and the two-stage feedback-driven strategy proposed in Chaudhuri et al. (2015) is not available under the experiment selection model defined in Definition 2.1.
Notations
For a matrix A ∈ R n×m , we use
denotes the Frobenius norm of A. Let σ 1 (A) ≥ σ 2 (A) ≥ · · · ≥ σ min(n,m) (A) ≥ 0 be the singular values of A, sorted in descending order. The condition number κ 2 (A) is defined as κ(A) = σ 1 (A)/σ min(n,m) (A). For sequences of random variables X n and Y n , we use X n p → Y n to denote X n converges in probability to Y n . We say a n b n if lim n→∞ |a n /b n | ≤ 1 and a n b n if lim n→∞ |b n /a n | ≤ 1.
Methods and main results
We describe two computationally feasible algorithms for the experiment selection problem, both based on a continuous relaxation of the combinatorial A-optimality problem. Statistical efficiency bounds are present for both algorithms, with detailed proofs given in Sec. 6.
Continuous relaxation of Eq. (1)
Consider the following continuous optimization problem:
π ∞ ≤ 1 (only for the without replacement model).
Note that the π ∞ ≤ 1 constraint is only relevant for the without replacement model and for the with replacement model we drop this constraint in the optimization problem. It is easy to verify that both the objective funnction f (π; X) and the feasible set in Eq. (3) are convex, and hence the global optimal solution π * of Eq. (3) can be obtained using computationally tractable algorithms. In particular, we describe an SDP formulation and a practical projected gradient descent algorithm in Appendix B and the supplementary material, both provably converge to the global optimal solution of Eq. (1) with running time scaling polynomially in n, p and k.
The following Gaussian design example gives an intuitive interpretation of the optimization problem Eq. (3) and show in what way it improves over the trivial experiment selection method of choosing rows of X uniformly at random.
Example: Gaussian design We use a simple Gaussian example to show that non-uniform weights π i = k/n could improve the objective function f (π; X). Suppose
. Let π unif be the uniformly weighted solution of π unif i = k/n, corresponding to selecting each row of X uniformly at random. We then have
On the other hand, let B 2 = γtr(Σ 0 ) for some universal constant γ > 1 and
.
Here in the last inequality we apply Lemma A.1. Because
by Jensen's inequality, we conclude that in general f (π w ; X) < f (π unif ; X), and the gap is larger for ill-conditioned covariance Σ 0 . This example shows that uneven weights in π helps reducing the trace of inverse of the weighted covariance X diag(π)X.
We also present several facts about the continuous optimization problem. Proofs are trivial and are given in Sec. 6.1. From Fact 3.1, it is clear the optimal value of Eq. (3) lower bounds the combinatorial optimal solution in Eq. (1). However, the n-dimensional vector π * is not a valid experiment selection for X without further processing: π * may have uneven weights and more than k non-zero coordinates. It is thus important to develop post-processing procedures that transform π * into a valid subset solution S without losing much of the statistical efficiency in π * . This is the topic of the next two sections.
Sampling based experiment selection
A natural idea of obtaining a valid subset S of size k is by sampling from a weighted row distribution specified by π * . More specifically, letŜ = {i 1 , · · · , i k } where i 1 , · · · , i k are sampled, either with or without replacement depending on the model, from the following distribution:
The sampling procedure is easy to understand in an asymptotic sense. For example, consider the with replacement model where
by continuous mapping theorem. A more refined analysis is presented in Theorem 3.1 to provide explicit conditions under which the asymptotic approximations are valid and on the statistical efficiency ofŜ as well as analysis under the more restrictive without replacement regime.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose Σ −1 * 2 X 2 ∞ log k → 0 as n, k → ∞, where Σ * = X diag(π * )X. Then with probability 1 − o(1) the subsetŜ satisfies F (Ŝ; X) ≤ (1 + o(1))F (S * ; X) for the with replacement model and F (Ŝ; X) ≤ O(log k) · F (S * ; X) for the without replacement model.
Though it is tempting to establish the proximity betweeen X Ŝ XŜ and Σ * directly using matrix concentration results, such an approach leads to undesired dependency over κ(Σ * ) in the conditions of n and k. In order to prove theorem 3.1 under weaker conditions, we adapt the proof technique of Spielman and Srivastava in their seminal work on spectral sparsification of graphs (Spielman & Srivastava, 2011) . More specifically, we prove the following stronger result which shows that X Ŝ XŜ is a spectral approximation of Σ * with high probability, under suitable conditions. Lemma 3.1. LetŜ be constructed by sampling with replacement and define ΣŜ = X Ŝ XŜ. Suppose
Then with probability 1 − o(1) the following holds uniformly over all z ∈ R p :
The with replacement result of Theorem 3.1 is then a simple consequence of Lemma 3.1 because
To establish the without replacement result in Theorem 3.1, we prove the following lemma that exploits the additional infinity norm constraint in Eq. (3): Lemma 3.2. LetŜ be constructed by sampling with replacement and suppose π * ∞ ≤ 1. Then max 1≤i≤n #{i ∈Ŝ} ≤ O P (log k).
LetS ⊆Ŝ be the set of distinct elements inŜ. Lemma 3.2 shows that, with probability 1−o(1), |S| ≥ |Ŝ|/O(log k), which further implies that F (S; X) ≤ O(log k) · F (Ŝ; X). Complete proofs of Lemma 3.1, 3.2 and Theorem 3.1 are placed in Sec. 6.
To provide further insights into the condition Σ −1 * 2 X 2 ∞ log k → 0 in Theorem 3.1, we consider a Gaussian design example and derive interpretable conditions.
. Using a very conservative upper bound of F (S * ; X) by sampling rows in X uniformly at random and apply weak law of large numbers and the continuous mapping theorem, we have that
Essentially, the condition is reduced to k κ(Σ 0 )κ(Σ * ) · p log n log k. The linear dependency on p is necessary, as we consider the low-dimensional linear regression problem and k < p would imply an infinite mean-square error in estimation of β 0 . We also remark that the condition is scaleinvariant, as X = ξX and X share the same quantity Σ −1 * 2 X 2 ∞ log k.
Greedy experiment selection
In Avron & Boutsidis (2013) an interesting upper bound on F (S * ; X) for the without replacement model (i.e., S * does not have duplicate indices) is proved, which we summarize below:
Lemma 3.3 (Avron & Boutsidis (2013) , Lemma 3.9, simplified).
One consequence of Lemma 3.3 is a computationally tractable greedy removal procedure, which is summarized below:
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until |S t | = k. OutputŜ = S t . Figure 1 : Greedy based experiment selection.
The following corollary immediately follows Lemma 3.3:
In Avron & Boutsidis (2013) the greedy removal procedure in Figure 1 is applied to the entire design set S 0 = [n], which gives approximation guarantee
This results in an approximation ratio of n−p+1 k−p+1 as defined in Eq. (2) by applying the trivial bound tr[(X X) −1 ] ≤ F (S * ; X), which is tight for a design that has exactly k non-zero rows.
To further improve the approximation ratio, we consider applying the greedy removal procedure with S 0 equal to the support of π * ; that is, S 0 = {j ∈ [n] : π * j > 0}. Because π * ∞ ≤ 1 under the without replacement setting, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 3.2. Let S 0 be the support of π * and suppose
It is thus important to upper bound the support size π * 0 . With the trivial bound of π * 0 = n we recover the n−p+1 k−p+1 approximation ratio by applying Figure 1 to S 0 = [n]. In order to bound π * 0 away from n, we consider the following assumption imposed on X:
, where x(i) denotes the ith coordinate of a p-dimensional vector x and ξ ij = 1 if i = j and ξ ij = 2 otherwise.
+1 as the affine version of φ(x). For any
+ 1 distinct rows of X, their mappings underφ are linear independent.
Assumption 3.1 is essentially a general-position assumption, which assumes that no
+ 1 design points in X lie on a degenerate affine subspace after a specific quadratic mapping. Like other similar assumptions in the literature (Tibshirani, 2013) , Assumption 3.1 is very mild and almost always satisfied in practice, for example, if each row of X is independently sampled from absolutely continuous distributions.
We are now ready to state the main lemma bounding the support size of π * .
if Assumption 3.1 holds.
Lemma 3.4 is established by an interesting observation into the properties of Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions of the optimization problem Eq. (3), which involves a linear system with p(p+1) 2 + 1 variables. We give the complete proof of Lemma 3.4 in Sec. 6.5. Combining results from both Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.2 we arrive at the following theorem, which upper bounds the approximation ratio of the greedy removal procedure in Figure 1 initialized by the support of π * .
Theorem 3.2. Let π * be the optimal solution of the without replacement version of Eq. (3) andŜ be the output of the greedy removal procedure in Figure 1 initialized with S 0 = {i ∈ [n] : π * i > 0}. If k > p and Assumption 3.1 holds then
Under a slightly stronger condition that k > 2p, the approximation results in Theorem 3.2 can be simplified as
if p 2 /k → 0, meaning that near-optimal experiment selection is achievable with computationally tractable methods if O(k 2 ) design points are allowed in the selected subset.
Extensions
We discuss possible extension of our results beyond estimation of β 0 in the linear regression model.
Generalized linear models
In a generalized linear model µ(x) = E[Y |x] satisfies g(µ(x)) = η = x β 0 for some known link function g : R → R. Under regularity conditions (Van der Vaart, 2000) , the maximum-likelihood estimatorβ n ∈ argmax β { n i=1 log p(y i |x i ; β)} satisfies E β n −β 0 2 2 = (1+o(1))tr(I(X, β 0 ) −1 ), where I(X, β 0 ) is the Fisher's information matrix:
Here both expectations are taken over y conditioned on X and the last equality is due to the sufficiency of η i = x i β 0 . The experiment selection problem is then formulated to select a subset S ⊆ [n] of size k, either with or without duplicates, that minimizes tr(I(X S , β 0 ) −1 ). It is clear from Eq. (5) that the optimal subset S * depends on the unknown parameter β 0 , which itself is to be estimated. This issue is known as the design dependence problem for generalized linear models (Khuri et al., 2006) . On approach is to consider locally optimal designs (Khuri et al., 2006; Chernoff, 1953) , where a consistent estimateβ of β 0 is first obtained on a initial design susbet and thenη i = x iβ is supplied to compute a more refined design subset to get the final estimateβ. With the initial estimateβ available, the optimal experiment selection rule becomes
where X = ( x 1 , · · · , x n ) is defined as
Note that under regularity conditions −E
is non-negative and hence the square-root is well-defined. Both results in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are valid with X replaced by X for generalized linear models. Below we consider two generalized linear model examples and derive explicit forms of X.
Example 1: Logistic regression In a logistic regression model responses y i ∈ {0, 1} are binary and the likelihood model is
Simple algebra yields
Example 2: Poisson count model In a Poisson count model the response variable y i takes values of non-negative integers and follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λ = e η i = e x i β 0 . The likelihood model is formally defined as p(y i = r; η i ) = e η i r e −e η i r! , r = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
Delta's method
Suppose g(β 0 ) is the quantity of interest, where β 0 ∈ R p is the parameter in a linear regression model and g : R p → R m is some known function. Examples include the in-sample prediction g(β) = Xβ and the out-sample prediction g(β) = Zβ. Letβ n = (X X) −1 X y be the OLS estimate of β 0 . If ∇g is continuously differentiable andβ n is consistent, then by the classical delta's method
The experiment selection problem of estimating g(β 0 ) can then be formalized as
, where G 0 = ∇g(β 0 ) ∇g(β 0 ). If G 0 depends on the unknown parameter β 0 then the design dependence problem again exists, and a locally optimal solution can be obtained by replacing G 0 in the objective function withǦ = ∇g(β) ∇g(β) for some initial estimateβ of β 0 . IfǦ is invertible, then there exists invertible p × p matrixP such thatǦ =PP becauseǦ is positive definite. The objective function can then be re-organized as
where F (S; XP − ) is the ordinary A-optimality criterion define in Eq. (1). Our results in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid by operating on the transformed matrix XP − . In the case ofǦ being singular, it suffices to consider a regularized objective
Note thatǦ λ is always invertible if λ > 0, becauseǦ = ∇g(β) ∇g(β) is positive semi-definite. Quality of such approximation can be bounded as FǦ(S; X) ≤ FǦ λ (S; X) ≤ FǦ(S; X) + λF (S; X). .2099
. .0683 
Simulations
We report selection performance (measured in terms of F (S; X)) on synthetic data. Only the without replacement model is considered. In all simulations, number of experimental pool n is set to 1000, number of variables p is set to 50, number of selected design points k ranges from 2p to 10p. For randomized methods, we run them for 20 independent trials under each setting and report the median as well as standard deviation (in brackets). Though Fedorov's exchange algorithm is randomized in nature (outcome depending on the initialization), we only run it once for each setting because of its expensive computational requirement. It is observed that in practice, the algorithm's outcome is stable and not sensitive to initializations.
Data generation
The design pool X is generated so that each row of X is sampled from some underlying distribution. We consider two types of distributions for generating X. The first type of distribution is roughly isotropic, in the sense that each variable of X is independent and of the same magnitude. For this setting, we use t distribution as the underlying distribution for generating each entry in X, with degrees of freedom ranging from 1 to 10. Note that for a t distribution of df 1, the mean of each entry does not exist, which tests the robustness of experiment selection methods. Similar settings were also considered in previous work for subsampling purposes. The second setting is skewed distributions, where correlation between variables are introduced and some variables (or linear combination of variables) have significantly higher variance on the others. To generate such design pool X, each row of X is sampled i.i.d. from a multivariate Gaussian distribution N p (0, Σ 0 ) with Σ 0 = U ΛU , where U is a random orthogonal matrix and Λ = diag(λ 1 , · · · , λ p ) controls the skewedness or condition of X. A power-law decay of λ, λ j = j −α , is imposed, with small α corresponding to "flat" distribution and large α corresponding to "skewed" distribution.
Methods
The methods that we compare are listed below: -L 1 (uniform sampling): each row of X is sampled uniformly at random, without replacement.
-L 2 (leverage score sampling): each row of X, x i , is sampled without replacement, with probability proportional to its leverage score x i (X X) −1 x i . This strategy is considered in Ma et al. (2015) for subsampling in linear regression models.
-L 3 (predictive length sampling): each row of X, x i , is sampled without replacement, with probability proportional to its 2 norm x i 2 . This strategy is derived in Zhu et al. (2015) .
-L * 4 (sampling based selection with π * ): the sampling based method that is described in Sec. 3.2, based on π * , the optimal solution of Eq. (3).
-L * 5 (greedy based selection with π * ): the greedy based method that is described in Sec. 3.3.
-L † 6 (Fedorov's exchange algorithm): the Fedorov's exchange algorithm (Miller & Nguyen, 1994) with the A-optimality objective. Note that this method does not have guarantees, nor does it provably terminate in polynomial number of exchanges. Description of the algorithm is placed in Appendix C.
Performance
Objective values F (Ŝ; X) = tr((X Ŝ XŜ) −1 ) are reported in Tables 2 and 3 . We also report f (π * ; X), the optimal value of the continuously relaxed objective in Eq. (3), which is technically not a feasible experiment selection solution but serves as a lower bound, thanks to Fact 3.1. We observe that both L * 4 and L * 5 outperform existing sampling based approaches in the literature (L 1 to L 4 ) by a large margin, and their performance is comparable with the performance of Fedorov's exchange algorithm, which is computationally much slower (cf. Table 4 ). Another interesting fact is the lower bound given by f (π * ; X): under most settings the lower bound matches quite well with the experiment subset selected by L * 5 and L † 6 , which suggests that the continuous relaxation Eq. (3) is appropriate for practical applications. Table 4 reports the running time and number of iterations of L * 5 (greedy based selection) and L † 6 (Fedorov's exchange algorithm). In general, the greedy method is 100 to 1000 times faster than the exchange algorithm, and also converges in much fewer iterations. In addition, the continuous optimization problem Eq. (3) seems easier to solve (i.e., converges faster) when the number of desired experiments k is large.
Discussion
We discuss on potential improvement of analysis presented in this paper.
Sampling based method
To fully understand the finite-sample behavior of the sampling method introduced in Sec. 3.2, it is instructive to relate it to the graph spectral sparsification problem (Spielman & Srivastava, 2011) in theoretical computer science: Given a directed weighted graph G = (V, E, W ), find a subset E ⊆ E and new weightsW such thatG = (V,Ẽ,W ) is a spectral sparsification of G, which means there exists ∈ (0, 1) such that for any vector z ∈ R |V | :
Define B G ∈ R |E|×|V | to be the signed edge-vertex incidence matrix, where each row of B G corresponds to an edge in E, each column of B G corresponds to a vertex in G, and [B G ] ij = 1 if vertex j is the head of edge i, [B G ] ij = −1 if vertex j is the tail of edge i, and [B G ] ij = 0 otherwise. The spectral sparsification requirement can then be equivalently written as
The similarity of graph sparsification and the experimental selection problem is clear: B G ∈ R n×p would be the known pool of design points and W = diag(π * ) is a diagonal matrix with the optimal weights π * obtained by solving Eq. (3). The objective is to seek a small subset of rows in B G (i.e., the sparsified edge setẼ) which is a spectral approximation of the original B G diag(π * )B G . Approximation of the A-optimality criterion or any other eigen-related quantity immediately follows. One difference is that in linear regression each row of B G is no longer a {±1, 0} vector. However, we consider this to be a minor difference as it does not intefere with the spectral properties of B G .
The spectral sparsification problem whereW can be arbitrarily designed is completely solved (Spielman & Srivastava, 2011; Batson et al., 2012) , where the size of the selected edge subset is allowed to be linear to the number of vertices, or in terminology of our problem, k p. Unfortunately, both methods require the power of arbitrary designing the weights inW , which is generally not available in experiment selection problems (i.e., cannot set noise variance or signal strength arbitrarily for individual design points). Recently, it was proved that when the original graph is unweighted (W = I), it is also possible to find unweighted linear-sized edge sparsifiers (W ∝ I) (Marcus et al., 2015a,b; Anderson et al., 2014) . This remarkable result leads to the solution of the long-standing Kardison-Singer problem. However, the condition that the original weights W are uniform is not satisfied in the linear regression problem, where the optimal solution π * may be far from uniform. The experiment selection problem somehow falls in between, where an unweighted sparsifier is desired for a weighted graph. This leads us to the following question:
Question 5.1. Given a weighted graph G = (V, E, W ), under what conditions are there small edge subsetẼ ⊆ E with uniform weightsW ∝ I such thatG = (V,Ẽ,W ) is spectral approximation of G?
The answer to the above question, especially the smallest possible edge size |Ẽ|, would have immediate consequences on finite-sample conditions of k and p in the experiment selection problem. Figure 1: Empirical verification on the rate of π * 0 . Left: isotropic design (t distribution); Right: skewed design (transformed multivariate Gaussian) with spectral decay λ j ∝ j −α .
Greedy based method
Corollary 3.2 shows that the approximation quality of the greedy based method depends crucially upon π * 0 , the support size of the optimal solution π * . In Lemma 3.4 we formally established that π * 0 ≤ k + p(p + 1)/2 under mild conditions; however, we conjecture the p(p + 1)/2 term is loose and could be improved to O(p) in general cases.
In Fig 1 we plot π * 0 − k against number of variables p, where p ranges from 10 to 100 and k is set to 3p. The other simulation settings are kept unchanged. We observe that in all settings π * 0 − k scales linearly with p, suggesting that π * 0 ≤ k + O(p). Furthermore, the slope of the scalings does not seem to depend on the conditioning of X, as shown in the right panel of Fig  1 where the conditioning of X is controlled by the spectral decay rate α. This is in constrast to the analysis of the sampling based method (Theorem 3.1), in which the finite sample bound depends crucially upon the conditioning of X.
6 Proofs 6.1 Proof of facts in Sec. 3.1
Proof of Fact 3.1. Define π = (π 1 , · · · , π n ) as
It is easy to verify that π ≥ 0, π 1 = k and in addition π ∞ ≤ 1 for without replacement models, because duplicates of rows are disallowed. In addition,
Subsequently, f (π * ; X) ≤ f (π; X) = F (S * ; X).
Proof of Fact 3.2. Let
Note also that if π = π then ∆ = 0 and hence there exists at least one with σ (B) < σ (A). Therefore, the equality holds if and only if π = π .
Proof of Fact 3.3. Suppose π * 1 < k. Then there exists some coordinate j ∈ {1, · · · , n} such that π * j < 1. Define π as π i = π * i for i = j and π j = min{1, π * j + k − π * 1 }. Then π is also a feasible solution. On the other hand, By Fact 3.2 we have that f (π ; X) < f (π * ; X), contradicting the optimality of π * . Therefore, π * 1 = k.
Proof of Lemma 3.1
Define Φ = diag(π * ) and Π = Φ 1/2 XΣ −1 * X Φ 1/2 ∈ R n×n . The following proposition lists properties of Π:
Proposition 6.1 (Properties of projection matrix). The following properties for Π hold:
1. Π is a projection matrix. That is, Π 2 = Π.
3. The eigenvalues of Π are 1 with multiplicity p and 0 with multiplicity n − p.
Proof. Proof of 1: By definition, Σ * = X ΦX and subsequently
Proof of 2: First note that Range(Π) = Range(Φ 1/2 XΣ −1 * X Φ 1/2 ) ⊆ Range(Φ 1/2 X). For the other direction, take arbirary u ∈ Range(Φ 1/2 X) and express u as u = Φ 1/2 Xv for some v ∈ R p . We then have
and hence u ∈ Range(Π). Proof of 3: Because Σ * = X ΦX is invertible, the n × p matrix Φ 1/2 X must have full column rank and hence ker(Φ 1/2 X) = {0}. Consequently, dim(Range(Π)) = dim(Range(Φ 1/2 X)) = p − dim(ker(Φ 1/2 X)) = p. On the other hand, the eigenvalues of Π must be either 0 or 1 because Π is a projection matrix. So the eigenvalues of Π are 1 with multiplicity p and 0 with multiplicity n − p.
Proof of 4: By definition,
In addition, Π is a symmetric projection matrix. Therefore,
The following lemma shows that a spectral norm bound over deviation of the projection matrix implies spectral approximation of the underlying (weighted) covariance matrix.
Lemma 6.1 (Spielman & Srivastava (2011) , Lemma 4). Let Π = Φ 1/2 XΣ −1 * X Φ 1/2 and W be an n × n non-negative diagonal matrix. If ΠW Π − Π 2 ≤ for some ∈ (0, 1/2) then
where Σ * = X ΦX and Σ * = X W 1/2 ΦW 1/2 X.
Define Σ * = X ΦX and Σ * = X Ŝ XŜ, whereŜ is a size-k subset of [n] with elements sampled i.i.d. with replacement from the categorical distribution specified by π * /k. Σ * can be written as Σ * = X W 1/2 ΦW 1/2 X where W is a diagonal matrix with
. We then have the following lemma bounding the spectral norm perturbation between ΠW Π and Π:
Proof. Define n-dimensional random vector v as
It is easy to verify that ΠW Π is equally distributed with
almost surely. Also note that Π 2 = 1 because Π is a projection matrix. Apply Lemma A.2 with
Under the condition that X 2 ∞ Σ −1 * 2 log k → 0, with probability 1 − o(1) the inequality ΠW Π − Π 2 = o(1) holds and hence u Σ * u = (1 + o(1))u Σ * u holds uniformly for all u ∈ R p with probability 1 − o(1). The proof of Lemma 3.1 is then completed.
Proof of Lemma 3.2
Define M = max 1≤i≤n #{i ∈Ŝ} and let M 0 ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k − 1} be an arbitrary threshold. SupposeŜ = {I 1 , · · · , I k }, where I 1 , · · · , I k are i.i.d. sampled with replacement from the categorical distribution specified by π * /k. Because π * ∞ ≤ 1, for any distinct 
On the other hand, applying Chernoff bound (Lemma A.3) with µ = E[Z 1 + · · · + Z k ] = 1 we have
Combining Eq. (7,8) with we arrive at
, which is to be demonstrated.
Proof of Theorem 3.1
The with replacement part of Theorem 3.1 is immediate from Lemma 3.1. We focus on the without replacement part in the rest of the proof. LetŜ = {I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I k }, where I 1 , · · · , I k are sampled without replacement. An equivalent construction ofŜ is follows: for = 1, 2, · · · , sample I with replacement; if I is already inŜ then discard this sample; otherwise add I toŜ. Repeat this procedure until |Ŝ| = k. Suppose I 1 , · · · , I k are the first k samples obtained by sampling with replacement and letŜ = {I 1 , · · · , I k } be the multi-set andŠ be the set of distinct elements inŜ . Let M denote the maximum number of duplicates inŜ . We then have that
On the other hand, becauseŠ ⊆Ŝ we have that F (Š ; X) ≥ F (Ŝ; X). Subsequently,
By Lemma 3.1 and 3.2 we know that M = O P (log k) and F (Ŝ ; X) = (1 + o(1))F (S * ; X). Consequently, we have that
Proof of Lemma 3.4
Let f (π; λ,λ, µ) be the Lagrangian muliplier function of the without replacement formulation of Eq. (3):
Here {λ i } n i=1 ≥ 0, {λ i } n i=1 ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 0 are Lagrangian multipliers for constraints π i ≥ 0, π i ≤ 1 and i π i ≤ k, respectively. By KKT condition, ∂f ∂π i π * = 0 and hence
where
Note that π * 0 = |A| + |B| and |A| ≤ k. Therefore, to upper bound π * 0 it suffices to upper bound |B|. By complementary slackness, for all i ∈ B we have thatλ i = λ i = 0; that is,
where φ : R p → R p(p+1)/2 is the mapping defined in Assumption 3.1 and ψ(·) takes the upper triangle of a symmetric matrix and vectorizes it into a p(p−1) 2 -dimensional vector. Assume by way of contradiction that |B| > p(p + 1)/2 and let x 1 , · · · , x p(p+1)/2+1 be arbitrary distinct p(p+1) 2 + 1 rows whose indices belong to B. Eq. (9) can then be cast as a homogenous linear system with p(p+1) 2 + 1 variables and equations as follows:
. . .
Under Assumption 3.1,Φ = [φ(x 1 ); · · · ;φ(x p(p+1)/2+1 )] is invertible and hence both ψ(Σ −2 * ) and µ must be zero. This contradicts the fact that Σ −2 * is positive definite.
A Technical lemmas
Lemma A.1. Let B = {x ∈ R p : x 2 2 ≤ B 2 } and vol(B) = B 1dx be the volume of B. Then B xx dx = 
Lemma A.2 (Rudelson & Vershynin (2007) ). Let x be a p-dimensional random vector such that x 2 ≤ M almost surely and Exx 2 ≤ 1. Let x 1 , · · · , x n be i.i.d. copies of x. Then for every t ∈ (0, 1)
where C > 0 is some universal constant.
Lemma A.3 (Multiplicative Chernoff bound). Suppose X 1 , · · · , X n are independent random variables taking values in {0, 1}. Let X = X 1 + · · · + X n and µ = EX. Then for any δ > 0,
B Optimization methods
Two algorithms for optimizing Eq. (3) are described. The SDP formulation is of theoretical interest only and the projected gradient descent algorithm is practical, which also enjoys theoretical convergence guarantees.
, which is a p×p positive semidefinite matrix. By definition, f (π; X) = p j=1 e j A(π) −1 e j , where e j is the p-dimensional vector with only pth coordinate being 1. Subsequently, Eq. (3) is equivalent to the following SDP problem:
Global optimal solution of an SDP can be computed in polynomial time (Vandenberghe & Boyd, 1996) . However, this formulation is not intended for practical computation because of the large number of variables in the SDP system. First-order methods such as projected gradient descent is a more appropriate choice for practical computation.
Projected gradient descent For any convex set S and point x let P S (x) = argmin y∈S x − y 2 denote the 2 projection of x onto S. The projected gradient descent algorithm is a general purpose method to solve convex constrained smooth convex optimization problems of the form
The algorithm (with step size selected via backtracking line search) iterates until desired optimization accuracy is reached:
input : backtracking parameters α ∈ (0, 1/2], β ∈ (0, 1). output:x, approximate solution of the optimization problem. Initialization:
3. Set x t+1 = P S (x t − β s g t ), t ← t + 1 and repeat steps 1 and 2, until the desired accuracy is achieved. Outputx = x t .
Figure 2: The projected gradient descent algorithm.
The gradient ∇ π f (π; X) in Eq. (3) is easy to compute:
Because X diag(π)X is a shared term, computing ∇ π f (π; X) takes O(np 2 + p 3 ) operations. The projection step onto the intersection of 1 and ∞ balls is complicated and non-trivial, which we describe in details in the supplementary material. In general, the projection step can be done in O(n log π ∞ ) time, where π is the point to be projected. The following proposition establishes convergence guarantee for the projected gradient descent algorithm. Its proof is given in the supplementary material. Proposition B.1. Let π (0) be the "flat" initialization (i.e., π (0) i = k/n) and π (t) be the solution after t projected gradient iterations. Then
βt , whereΣ = 1 n X X. We also remark that the provided convergence speed is very conservative, especially in the cases when k is large where practical evidence suggests that the algorithm converges in very few iterations (cf. Sec. 4).
C Fedorov's exchange algorithm
The algorithm starts with a initial subset S ⊆ [n], |S| ≤ k, usually initialized with random indices. A "best" pair of exchanging indices are computed as
where (S) is the objective function to be minimized. In our case it would be the A-optimality objective (S) = F (S; X) = tr((X S X S ) −1 ). The algorithm then "exchanges" i * and j * by setting S ← S\{i * } ∪ {j * } and continues such exchanges until no exchange can lower the objective value. Under without replacement settings, special care needs to be taken to ensure that S consists of distinct indices.
Computing the objective function F (S; X) = tr((X S X S ) −1 ) requires inverting a p × p matrix, which could be computationally slow. A more computationally efficient approach is to perform rank-1 update of the inverse of X S X S after each iteration, via the Sherman-Morrison formula:
Each exchange would then take O(nkp 2 ) operations. The total number of exchanges, however, is unbounded and could be as large as n k in theory. In practice we do observe that a large number of exchanges are required in order to find a local optimal solution. In Sec. A We describe detail implementation of the projection step onto the intersectio of 1 and ∞ balls, which is used in the projected gradient descent algorithm for solving Eq. (3). We also give a convergence analysis in Sec. B, which shows that projected gradient descent computes the global optimal solution of Eq. (3) to arbitrary precision with polynomial running time.
A Projection onto the intersection of 1 and ∞ norm balls Similar to , we only need to consider the case that π lies in the first quadrant, i.e., π i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then the projection x also lies in the first quadrant. Furthermore, we assume the point to be project lies in the area which is out of both norm balls and projection purely onto either 1 or ∞ ball is not the intersection of both. Otherwise, it is trivial to conduct the projection. The projection problem is formulated as follows:
By introducing an auxiliary variable d, the problem above has the following equivalent form:
s.t. 
input : π, c 1 , c 2 and precision parameter δ. output: x, the projection of π onto {x : x 1 ≤ c 1 } ∩ {x : x ∞ ≤ c 2 }. Initialization: λ 1 = π ∞ . while |h(λ 1 )| > δ do if h(λ 1 ) > δ then l = λ 1 ; else r = λ 1 ; end λ 1 = (l + r)/2; for each i do x i = min(max(π i − λ 1 , 0), c 2 ); end Algorithm 3: Projecting π onto {x : x 1 ≤ c 1 } ∩ {x : x ∞ ≤ c 2 }.
Let x * , d * and λ * 1 , λ * 2 respectively be the primal and dual solution of (S1), then its KKT condition is:
Because we're using exact projected gradient descent algorithms, the objective function shall decay monotonically and hence convergence of such algorithms can be established by showing Lipschitz continuity of ∇f on a specific level set; that is, for some Lipschitz constant L > 0 the following holds for all π, π such that f (π), f (π ) ≤ f (π (0) ):
where π (0) = (1/n, 1/n, · · · , 1/n) is the initialization point. Once Eq. (S21) holds, linear convergence (i.e., f (π (t) ) − f (π * ) = O(1/t)) can be established via standard projected gradient analysis. The main idea of establishing Eq. (S21) is to upper bound the spectral norm of the Hessian matrix H = ∇ 2 f (π) uniformly over all points π that satisfies f (π) ≤ f (π (0) ). As a first step, we derive analytic forms of H in the following proposition:
Proposition B.1. Let Σ = X diag(π)X. We then have that
where • denotes the element-wise Hadamard product between two matrices of same dimensions.
Proof. We first derive the gradient of f . Fix arbitrary i ∈ [n]. The partial derivative can be computed as
Here A, B = tr(B A) is the element-wise multiplication inner product between two matrices. The second-order partial derivatives can then be computed as
Subsequently, From Corollary B.1, we can prove the convergence of the optimization procedures outlined in Appendix. B following standard analysis of projected gradient descent on objective functions with Lipschitz continuous gradient: Theorem B.1. Suppose π (t) is the solution at the tth iteration of the projected gradient descent algorithm and π * is the optimal solution. We then have
where β ∈ (0, 1) is the backtracking parameter in backtracking line search.
